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Abstract
An internet-based work¯ow management system (WfMS) enables business participants to work co-operatively at sites belonging
to dierent time zones. Time-related factors have to be incorporated into the traditional work¯ow processes so as to adapt to the
globally distributed applications. This paper proposes a timed work¯ow process model through incorporating the time constraints,
the duration of activities, the duration of ¯ow, and the activity distribution with respect to the multiple time axes into the conventional work¯ow processes. The model provides an approach for temporal consistency checking during both build-time and runtime. The proposed model and approach provide a vehicle for global business process modeling, planning and monitoring. Ó 2001
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Work¯ow is the computerized facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole or part (WfMC, URL). A
work¯ow management system (WfMS) is a system that completely de®nes, executes and manages the work¯ow
through the execution of software whose execution order is driven by a computer representation of the work¯ow logic
(WfMC, URL). A generic work¯ow reference model has been suggested in (WfMC, URL). The bene®ts of work¯owbased applications, like ¯exibility, integration and reusability, were discussed (Georgakopoulos and Hornick, 1995).
A WfMS usually consists of three parts: (1) the build-time functions, which are responsible for de®ning and
modeling the work¯ow processes; (2) the run-time functions, which are responsible for executing, monitoring and
managing the work¯ow processes in an operational environment; and (3) the run-time interactions with human users
and application mechanisms for processing the activities (tasks).
A work¯ow process model is an abstraction of the business process logic and the dependence relationships (transition or ¯ow) among the business activities. A dependence relationship in traditional work¯ow processes can be of two
types: execution dependence for control ¯ow and information dependence for information ¯ow (Lawrence, 1997;
WfMC, URL). In some applications (e.g., e-commerce), material dependence (i.e., material ¯ow) is also another type
required.
To support global business applications, time-dependent factors have to be incorporated into both the build-time
process de®nition and the run-time management system. The ®rst reason is that activities of the work¯ow may belong
to dierent time zones. The temporal order and the time dierence need to be incorporated into the logic of the activities at the build-time. We can also make use of the time dierence to reduce the duration of the whole work¯ow
process. The second reason is that any activity will take certain execution duration. Flows will also take certain
transmission durations from one site to another. Flow duration may be longer than the execution duration of the
related activities, e.g., the duration of the material ¯ow for delivering products from the supplier to the customer.
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Traditional work¯ow process models do not pay much attention to the time relevant factors (WfMC, URL;
Leymann and Roller, 1997; Puustjarvi, 1997). Recently, the time modeling of work¯ow processes has attracted increasing attention (Eder et al., 1999; Geppert et al., 1998; Marjanovic and Orlowska, 1999). These previous approaches
are only based on the activity-related time duration and constraints. They neglect: the ¯ow-relevant time factor, the
time dierence due to geographically dierent location, the relationship between the logic order and the time order, and
the relationship between the build-time duration (constraint) and the run-time duration. These missing hindered them
from supporting the consistent checking (the time constraint satisfactory and the logic order consistent with the time
order in both the build-time and the run-time), and the work¯ow process planning for the real globally distributed
business process.
Other research works on time management include active databases, the real-time data management and temporal
databases (or knowledge base) (Baekgaard and Godskesen, 1998; Bestouge and Ligozat, 1992; Botti et al., 1998;
Casati et al., 1999; Jensen and Snodgrass, 1999; Lee et al., 1998), where the time interval speci®es the data life period
and keeps the temporal consistency in data model. A time-stamp is usually used to mark the time of an event occurrence (Casati et al., 1999). The other time-related research works concern timed Petri nets (Liu, 1998; Tsai et al.,
1995) and time management e.g., project management and temporal constraint networks (Dechter et al., 1991). The
dierence between the work¯ow and the project management has been discussed (Marjanovic and Orlowska, 1999;
Rose, 1998). The current commercial products oer very limited support for time representation and management
(Marjanovic and Orlowska, 1999). These approaches are not eligible for the timed process modeling of the globally
distributed business process.
This paper proposes a timed work¯ow process model for handling globally distributed business processes. We ®rst
investigate some order relationships and the duration of work¯ow processes and de®ne the basic components of the
model. Then, the timed work¯ow process and the approaches for build-time consistency checking are described. The
run-time consistency checking approach and the process planning approach are proposed based on the build-time
approach. An example is used to demonstrate the building of the timed work¯ow process and the approaches for
consistent checking and process planning. Through comparison and discussion we show the advantage of the proposed
approach.
2. Order, duration, and constraints in temporal work¯ow processes
2.1. Time, time order, and dependence order
From the computer's point of view, time is a linear variable related to the time zones. A complete time variant can
be represented by a time type such as year-month-date-hour:minute:second(zone)week, e.g., 1999-Jul-2311:03:56(HKT)Fri. In businesses, the managers usually have to estimate the time duration of a process (including the
activities and ¯ows) and check whether the process is executed under certain build-time and run-time time constraints.
Business activities of a work¯ow process may be carried out in dierent time zones. Hence, a time axis is needed to
represent the time advancement of the activities within the same time zone. We use axisk (k 2 1; n) to identify n axes,
axisk i to denote the time axis of activity Ai , TD axisi ; axisj ) to denote the time dierence between axisi and axisj (TD in
simple), and a function TM htime; axisi i; axisj  to transform between two time axes, axisi into axisj :
Time order is the order in which events occur. When comparing time orders, we map the times in dierent time
onto the same (reference) time axis. Formally, time order (denoted as 6t ) is a partial order relationship on a set
of htime; axisi pairs. htimei ; axisi i 6t htimej ; axisj i if and only if (1) timei 6t timej if axisi  axisj ; and (2)
timei 6t TM htimej ; axisj i; axisi  if axisi 6 axisj .
A dependence order (denoted as 6D ) is an execution-dependent logic relationship among the activities involved. The
order allows an activity to be executed only after the executions of its predecessors have been completed. Traditional
work¯ow process models mainly re¯ect such dependence orders among the activities. A dependence order among a set
of activities should be consistent with their temporal order.
De®nition 1. A work¯ow process is called the order consistent if for any two activities Ai and Aj in the process we have:
Ai 6D Aj if and only if Ai 6t Aj holds.
2.2. Timed activity and timed ¯ow
In build-time, an activity (denoted as A) should be assigned an execution time axis and given an estimated buildtime duration. This duration can be re¯ected by a maximum value D A and a minimum value d A. A ¯ow Fij is the
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passing of control or data from activity Ai to activity Aj . The build-time duration of Fij is an estimation on the time for
passing the ¯ow, which can be re¯ected by a maximum duration D Fij  and a minimum duration d Fij .
In run-time, a timed activity has a start time (denoted as S A) and an end time (denoted as E A). The run-time
duration, DR A, is de®ned as DR A  E A ÿ S A. A timed activity is called active during the period from the beginning to the end of its run-time. The resources required by the activity are only occupied during its active period. We
use DR Ai ; Aj  to denote the run-time duration between the start time of Ai to the end time of Aj (time dierence needs
to be considered when Ai and Aj belong to dierent time zone) which satisfy Ai 6d Aj .
The run-time ¯ow duration DR Fij  is de®ned as the time interval from the time of the ¯ow leaving activity Ai to the
time of arrival activity Aj . Since Ai and Aj can be distributed onto the places belonging to two dierent time zones, the
computation of DR Fij  needs to consider the time transformation from one zone into another as follows:
8
if Ai and Aj are on the same axis;
>
< S Fij  ÿ E Fij 
DR Fij   TM hE Fij ; axis ji; axis i ÿ S Fij  if Ai and Aj are on different axes and axis i is the reference axis;
>
:
E Fij  ÿ TM hS Fij ; axis ii; axis j if Ai and Aj are on the different axis and axis j is the reference axis:
If no exception happens, we have: d A 6 DR A 6 D A; d A 6 DR Fij  6 D A; S Fij   E Ai ; and E Fij   S Aj 
holds. In case of exception happens, the duration of the exception handling can be regarded as a part of the duration of
relevant activity or relevant ¯ow according to where the exception happens.
2.3. Super-constraints on time constraints
Various kinds of time constraints have been discussed, such as the ®xed-point constraint, the lower bounds and
upper bounds on the durations, and the interdependency constraints (Eder et al., 1999; Marjanovic and Orlowska,
1999; Zhuge et al., 2000). The ®xed-point constraint is the time point of the work¯ow process should be on, before, or
after a pre-determined absolute time value. The duration constraint is the duration between any two points of a
work¯ow is less than a constant duration or a duration range. The interdependent constraint is a constraint that is
relative to a previous constraint. It is a combination of the previous two kinds of constraints.
Users set the time constraints according to domain requirement. Unreasonable constraints may occur. To reduce
the unreasonable constraints, we need to set super-constraints set according to the logic order of the work¯ow process
and to check the time constraints according to the super-constraints. We herein focus on the super-constraints on the
®xed-point constraint and the duration constraint.
(1) Super-constraint on fixed-point constraints. Given a set of ®xed-point constraints, then any two of them should
satisfy the duration constraint between the two points. For example, given S Ai  6 pi and S Aj  6 pj , and Ai 6d Aj , we
have two super-constraints on the ®xed-point constraints: DR Ai ; Aj  ÿ D Aj  6 pj ÿ pi ; and d Ai ; Aj  ÿ D Aj  6
pj ÿ pi  6 D Ai ; Aj  ÿ D Aj .
(2) Super-constraint on duration constraints.
Case 1. Given a duration constraint DR Ai ; Aj  6 pj , then we have a super-constraint on the duration constraint
d Ai ; Aj  6 pj 6 D Ai ; Aj . If Aj is an `and-join' node, i.e., there exists another path from Ai to Aj through Ak such that Fkj
is the input ¯ow of Aj , then we have another two super-constraints on the duration constraint DR Ai ; Ak  depends on
DR Ai ; Ak ; and DR Ai ; Ak   DR Fkj   D Aj  6 pj .
Case 2. Given three duration constraints: DR Ai ; Am  6 p1 , DR Ai ; Aj  6 p2 , DR Al ; Am  6 p3 , and the logic order
Ai 6d Aj 6d Al 6d Am , then we have the super-constraint on the duration constraints p1 6 p2  p3  D Aj ; Al .
3. Basic components of timed work¯ow process model
A globally distributed work¯ow process can include several time axes leveled top±down in terms of their time
dierence. One of these axes should be referred as the reference axis. The time on the other axes will be mapped onto
the referent axis when making time comparisons. We herein just focus on the case that has two dierent time axes
(named as axis1 and axis2 ) and assume axis1 to be the referent axis. The cases of having more time axes can be similarly
designed.
3.1. Timed sequential connection and timed parallel connection
Sequential routing (i.e., sequential connection herein) is de®ned as a segment of a process instance, where activities
are executed in sequence (WfMC, URL). In timed work¯ow, the sequential connection between two activities Ai and Aj
(denoted as Ai  Aj  can be carried out in two cases: one is that the two activities are on the same axis (case 1 in Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1. Sequential connection of two activities across two axes.

and another is that two activities are on two dierent axes, respectively (case 2 in Fig. 1). The build-time (or run-time)
duration of the sequential connection is determined by the build-time (or run-time) duration of the two activities and
that of the ¯ow; and the time dierence (if the two activities execute at two dierent axes, respectively). The duration
computation of case 1 does not need to consider the time dierence between the two axes (i.e., TD  0), while case 2
needs to consider the time dierence. The run-time duration DR Ai  Aj  and the build-time duration (D Ai  Aj  and
d Ai  Aj ) of the sequential execution of two activities Ai and Aj are de®ned as follows:

if Ai and Aj are on the same axis;
E Aj ÿ S Ai 
D R Ai  Aj  
TM hE Ej ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ S Ai  if Ai and Aj are on different axes:

in case 1;
D Ai   D Fij   D Aj 
D A i  Aj  
D Ai   D Fij   D Aj  ÿ TD in case 2;
and


d A i  Aj  

d Ai   d Fij   d Aj 

in case 1;

d Ai   d Fij   d Aj  ÿ TD

in case 2:

Parallel routing (i.e., parallel connection herein) is de®ned as a segment of a work¯ow instance, where work¯ow
activity instances are executing in parallel and there are multiple threads of control (WfMC, URL). The execution
durations of two parallel activities (denoted as Ai jjAj ) are overlapped. In timed work¯ow model, the run-time duration
of the parallel execution of two activities Ai and Aj (denoted as DR Ai jjAj ) is determined according to two cases: case 1:
Ai and Aj are on the same axis; and case 2: Ai is on the axis1 and Aj is on the axis2 .

MaxfE Ai ; E Aj g ÿ MinfS Ai ; S Aj g
in case 1;
DR Ai jjAj  
MaxfE Ai ; TM hE Aj ; axis2 i; axis1 g ÿ MinfS Ai ; TM hS Aj ; axis2 i; axis1 g in case 2:
The maximum and the minimum build-time duration of the parallel execution of two activities Ai and Aj can be
computed by D Ai jjAj   D Ai   D Aj  and d Ai jjAj   Maxfd Ai ; d Aj g.
3.2. Timed `and-split' connection and timed `or-split' connection
In traditional work¯ow process, `and-split' is de®ned as a single thread of control splits into two or more parallel
activities (WfMC, URL). After taking time into account (especially the ¯ow duration) the de®nition needs to be
adapted. The `and-split' successors may not be parallel in time order. They may execute sequentially in time order, e.g.,
Ai and Ak as shown in the ®rst case of Fig. 2. So `and-split' just de®nes the execution dependence structure that two or
more activities all execute after the execution of a common predecessor. Assume two activities Aj and Ak are the andsplit successor of activity Ai , denoted as Ai  Aj ^ Ak . There are three cases of such an `and-split' as shown in Fig. 2.
The run-time duration and the build-time duration of such an and-split execution is described as follows:
8
>
< MaxfTM hE Aj ; axis2 i; axis1 ; TM hE Ak ; axis2 i; axis1 g ÿ S Ai  in case 1;
in case 2;
DR Ai  Aj ^ Ak   MaxfTM hE Aj ; axis2 i; axis1 ; E Ak g ÿ S Ai 
>
:
MaxfE Aj ; E Ak g ÿ S Ai 
in case 3:
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Fig. 2. `And-split' connection of three activities across two axes.

8
>
< MaxfD Ai   D Fij   D Aj  ÿ TD; D Ai   D Fik   D Ak  ÿ TDg in case 1;
in case 2;
D Ai  Aj ^ Ak   MaxfD Ai   D Fij   D Aj  ÿ TD; D Ai   D Fik   D Ak g
>
:
in case 3:
MaxfD Ai   D Fij   D Aj ; D Ai   D Fik   D Ak g
8
>
< Maxfd Ai   d Fij   d Aj  ÿ TD; d Ai   d Fik   d Ak  ÿ TDg in case 1;
in case 2;
d Ai  Aj ^ Ak   Maxfd Ai   d Fij   d Aj  ÿ TD; d Ai   d Fik   d Ak g
>
:
Maxfd Ai   d Fij   d Aj ; d Ai   d Fik   d Ak g;
in case 3:
Or-split connection is de®ned as a single thread of control makes a decision upon which branch to take when
encountered with multiple threads of branches (WfMC, URL). In other words, or-split connection is an execution
dependence structure that one or more activities Aj1 ; Aj2 ; . . . ; Ajn  is selected to be executed after the execution of a
predecessor activity Ai , denoted as Ai  Aj1 _ Aj2    _ Ajn ). The or-split connection of three activities also has the three
cases like the and-split connection shown in Fig. 2. The run-time duration and the build-time duration of Ai  Aj _ Ak )
can be computed in terms of three dierent cases like the `and-split':
8
>
< TM hE Aj ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ S Ai  or TM hE Ak ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ S Ai ; case 1;
case 2;
DR Ai  Aj _ Ak   TM hE Aj ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ S Ai  or E Ak  ÿ S Ai ;
>
:
case 3:
E Aj  ÿ S Ai  or E Ak  ÿ S Ai ;
8
>
< MaxfD Ai   D Fij   D Aj  ÿ TD; D Ai   D Ak   D Fik  ÿ TDg;
D Ai  Aj _ Ak   MaxfD Ai   D Fij   D Aj  ÿ TD; D Ai   D Fik   D Ak g;
>
:
MaxfD Ai   D Fij   D Aj ; D Ai   D Fik   D Ak g;
8
>
< Maxfd Ai   d Fij   d Aj  ÿ TD; d Ai   d Fik   d Ak  ÿ TDg;
d Ai  Aj _ Ak   Maxfd Ai   d Fij   d Aj  ÿ TD; d Ai   d Fik   d Ak g;
>
:
Maxfd Ai   d Fij   d Aj ; d Ai   d Fik   d Ak g;

case 1;
case 2;
case 3:

case 1;
case 2;
case 3:

3.3. Timed `and-join' connection and `or-join' connection
And-join is de®ned as two or more parallel executing activities converge into a single common thread of control
(WfMC, URL). After taking time into account the de®nition needs to be adapted. The previous meaning of the parallel
executing activities may change to be executed sequentially in time order, e.g., Ai and Aj as shown in the ®rst case of
Fig. 3. So, `and-join' just de®nes the execution dependence structure that an activity executes after two or more
predecessors. Fig. 3 shows an and-join connection, where activity Ak executes after two activities Ai and Aj , denoted as
Ai ^ Aj   Ak . In traditional time modelling of work¯ow model, ¯ow duration is not taken into account, so Ak needs to
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Fig. 3. `And-join' connection of three activities across two axes.

wait for Maxfd Ai ; d Aj g. But it is not true after taking the ¯ow duration into account because the ¯ow that starts
earlier may end later. Ak needs to wait for MaxfS Fik   D Fik ; S Fjk   D Fjk g: The run-time duration and the buildtime duration (maximum duration and minimum duration) of such a connection can be computed as follows:
DR

8
< TM hE Ak ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ MinfS Ai ; S Aj g
Ai ^ Aj   Ak   E Ak  ÿ MinfS Ai ; TM hS Aj ; axis2 i; axis1 g
:
E Ak  ÿ MinfS Ai ; S Aj g

in case 1;
in case 2;
in case 3:

8
< MaxfD Ai   D Fik ; D Aj   D Fjk g  D Ak  ÿ TD
D Ai ^ Aj   Ak   MaxfD Ai   D Fik ; D Aj   D Fjk  ÿ TD  D Ak g
:
MaxfD Ai   D Fik ; D Aj   D Fjk g  D Ak 

in case 1;
in case 2;
in case 3:

8
< Maxfd Ai   d Fik ; d Aj   d Fjk g  d Ak  ÿ TD in case 1;
d Ai ^ Aj   Ak   Maxfd Ai   d Fik ; d Aj   d Fjk  ÿ TD  d Ak g in case 2;
:
in case 3:
Maxfd Ai   d Fik ; d Aj   d Fjk g  d Ak 
Or-join connection is de®ned as two or more activities work¯ow branches re-converge into a single thread of control
without any synchronisation (WfMC, URL). It is an execution dependence structure that an activity Ak executes after
one of two or more activities execution Ai1 _ Ai2 _    _ Ain , denoted as Ai1 _ Ai2 _    _ Ain   Ak : We herein just discuss
the case that an activity Ak or-join two activities Ai and Aj , which has the three cases like the and-join connection shown
in Fig. 3. The run-time duration and build-time duration (maximum and minimum) of the `or-join' execution of
Ai _ Aj   Ak is de®ned as follows:
8
< TM hE Ak ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ S Ai  or TM hE Ak ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ S Aj  in case 1;
in case 2;
DR Ai _ Aj   Ak   E Ak  ÿ S Ai  or E Ak  ÿ TM hS Aj ; axis2 i; axis1 
:
in case 3:
E Ak  ÿ S Ai  or E Ak  ÿ S Aj 
8
< MaxfD Ai   D Fik   D Ak  ÿ TD  d; D Aj   D Fjk   D Ak  ÿ TD  dg in case 1;
in case 2;
D Ai _ Aj   Ak   MaxfD Ai   D Fik   D Ak   d; D Aj   D Fjk   D Ak  ÿ TD  dg
:
MaxfD Ai   D Fik   D Ak   d; D Aj   D Fjk   D Ak   dg;
in case 3:
8
< Maxfd Ai   d Fik   d Ak  ÿ TD; d Aj   d Fjk   d Ak  ÿ TDg in case 1;
in case 2;
d Ai _ Aj   Ak   Maxfd Ai   d Fik   d Ak ; d Aj   d Fjk   d Ak  ÿ TDg
:
in case 3:
Maxfd Ai   d Fik   d Ak ; d Aj   d Fjk   d Ak g;
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Duration of any work¯ow component composed by the above basic work¯ow components can be similarly computed. For example, Ai  Aj jj Am  An  represents the parallel connection of two sequentially connected components
Ai  Aj and Am  An . We can ®rst compute the durations of Ai  Aj and Am  An by using the duration computing approach
for sequential connection then compute the duration of Ai  Aj jj Am  An  by using the duration computing approach
for parallel connection.

4. Timed work¯ow process and build-time checking
A work¯ow process instance is called the longest instance (denoted as Wf L ) if and only if for any work¯ow process
instance WF, d Wf 6 d Wf L ) hold. The work¯ow process instance is called the shortest instance if and only if for any
work¯ow process instance Wf, d Wf s  6 d Wf hold. D Wf L  and d Wf s  can be used for the build-time consistency
checking according to a given duration low-bound and up-bound.
De®nition 2. The work¯ow process instance Wf is called the build-time consistent with the process duration constraint,
if and only if low-bound 6 d Wf s ) and D Wf L  6 up-bound.
The build-time duration of a timed work¯ow process is determined by the duration of the basic work¯ow components that compose the work¯ow process and the temporal order consistency as stated in De®nition 1. The maximum duration and the minimum duration of a work¯ow process (instance) can be computed by a work¯ow duration
algorithm WfDA(Input, Output). The input is the work¯ow process de®nition with the build-time duration of every
activity, the build-time duration of every ¯ow, and the time zones where the activities execute. The output is the buildtime minimum and maximum duration of both the shortest and the longest instance of the work¯ow. WfDA can be
designed by incorporating the build-time duration de®nition of the basic timed work¯ow components into the minimum duration and the maximum duration computation formulation in (Evans and Edward, 1992; Marjanovic and
Orlowska, 1999). To avoid repetition, we do not discuss here in detail.
With the duration de®nition of the basic work¯ow components and WfDA(Input,Output), we can answer with the
following questions about a work¯ow process:
1. Given any two activities Ai and Aj of a work¯ow process, we can estimate the maximum and the minimum buildtime duration between them, i.e., computing D Ai ; Aj  and d Ai ; Aj ;
2. Compute the build-time duration for any instance of the work¯ow process;
3. Given a low-bound and an up-bound of the build-time duration between any two activities Ai and Aj of the work¯ow process, check the build-time duration consistency according to the constraints.
The run-time duration of a work¯ow process is the period from the start time of the initial activity A0 to the end time
of an activity An is de®ned as follows:
(
E A n  ÿ S A0 
if A0 and An are on the same axis;
D R A0 ; An  
TM hE An ; axis2 i; axis1  ÿ S A0  if A0 and An are on different axes:

5. Dynamic run-time consistent checking
Run-time consistent checking is to check whether the work¯ow execution satis®es a set of pre-determined constraints. The build-time duration consistent checking cannot meet the need of the run-time consistent checking. One
reason is that the run-time duration of the executed part is a constant value, and the other is that exceptions may
happen in run-time. For example, the maximum duration of a ¯ow can be exceeded when an information ¯ow
transmission broken is happened. So checkpoints and the related constraints need to be set, usually at the following
places: the start time of an activity; the end time of an activity; the start time of a ¯ow; and the end time of a ¯ow.
During execution, the activity handler (WfMC, URL) is responsible for reporting the exact time at the checkpoints
related to the activity. The checkpoints on the other time axis should be mapped onto the reference time axis.
Let C0 and Ci be two checkpoints and the duration constraint of the work¯ow execution be DR C0 ; Ci  6 pi . The
consistency corresponding to the constraint includes the following two cases:
Case 1: 0 6 i < n. If the constraint is satis®ed at the checkpoint Ci , then the work¯ow is called stage consistent with
the constraint pi at the checkpoint, otherwise is called stage inconsistent with the constraint at the checkpoint.
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Case 2: i  n, the constraint becomes DR C0 ; Cn  6 pn . If the constraint is satis®ed at the checkpoint Cn , then the
work¯ow is called global temporal consistent with the constraint pn , otherwise is global inconsistent with the constraint.
Since the execution duration between any two checkpoints Ci and Cj 0 6 i < j 6 n can be computed by
DR Ci ; Cj   DR C0 ; Cj  ÿ DR C0 ; Ci , the duration constraint between two checkpoints Ci and Cj can be represented as
DR Ci ; Cj  6 pj ÿ pi , which satis®es DR C0 ; Cj  6 pj and DR C0 ; Ci  6 pi . If the constraint can be satis®ed, the work¯ow
is called duration consistent with the constraint pj ÿ pi between the two checkpoints Ci and Cj , otherwise is duration
inconsistent with the constraint.
We cannot rigidly conclude that a timed work¯ow execution is global inconsistent just in terms of the stage inconsistency. Because the work¯ow can be still globally consistent if the execution of the remaining part of the work¯ow
can be tightened. A run-time work¯ow consists of two dynamic durations: (1) the exact execution duration from the
initial activity to the current checkpoint; and (2) the estimated build-time duration from the current checkpoint to the
last checkpoint. The combination of the two durations can dynamically re¯ect the relationship between an executing
work¯ow process and the related constraints.
Let d Ci ; Cn  be the build-time minimum duration between Ci and Cn . The following two cases need to be considered
when the stage inconsistency happens at checkpoint Ci :
1. If DR C0 ; Ci  > pi , and DR C0 ; Ci   d Ci ; Cn  6 pn , the stage inconsistency happens at checkpoint Ci . But it can still
be global consistent if the remaining part can be executed under an adjusted constraint. For example, the constraint
pj at checkpoint Cj i < j < n can be adjusted by pj0  pj  pi ÿ DR C0 ; Ci = n ÿ j.
2. If DR C0 ; Ci  > pi , and DR C0 ; Ci   d Ci ; Cn  > pn , the global inconsistency is detected. In this case, the remaining
part of the work¯ow needs to be re-arranged so as to shorten its execution duration. The re-arrangement is constrained by the duration constraint, the process de®nition, and the resources constraint (if any).
The main part of the consistent checking process is described as follows:
INPUT: Sequential pairs of the checkpoint and constraint hhC0 ; p0 i; . . . ; hCi ; pi i; . . . ; hCn ; pn ii;
OUTPUT: Consistent or inconsistent report;
i0;
// i is initiated as the ®rst checkpoint
DO WHILE the current checkpoint i 6 n;
{IF DR C0 ; Ci  6 pi
THEN {Output `The work¯ow is consistent with the constraint at checkpoint Ci0 }
ELSE {
IF DR C0 ; Ci  > pi and DR C0 ; Ci   d Ci ; Cn  6 pn
THEN {Output `Stage inconsistent with the constraint at the check point Ci0 ;
Adjust constraints of the remaining checkpoints as:
pj0  pj  pi ÿ DR C0 ; Ci = n ÿ j for j  i  1; . . . ; ng
IF DR C0 ; Ci  > pi and DR C0 ; Ci   d Ci ; Cn  > pn
THEN {// the global inconsistency is detected at checkpoint i
IF the next activity is not the ®nal activity;
THEN Call Re-arrangement-process; //re-arrange the remaining part of process
ELSE Output `Global inconsistency' and Exit with fail }
IF Re-arrangement is not success,
THEN Output `Global inconsistent' and Exit with fail }
i  i  1; Ci  next-checkpoint; pi  next-constraint;
}
Output `Global consistent';
End;

6. Process planning
6.1. Time planning
Process planning is to arrange the execution of n activities of a work¯ow onto m axes (time zones) under the predetermined duration constraints, dependence constraints, and resource constraints (if any). Time planning usually
concerns two issues: (1) arrange n activities onto proper m0 m0 6 m time zones such that the whole work¯ow duration
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is minimised; and (2) arrange n activities onto certain m axes such that the whole work¯ow duration can be ®nished
within a given time constraint. Since the execution duration of an activity is determined by the internal execution
mechanism of the activity, time planning should focus on three variable factors: (1) minimising the ¯ow durations;
(2) enabling more activities to execute in parallel under resource constraint (if any); and (3) making full use of time
dierence among dierent axes so as to minimise the duration of the whole work¯ow.
Time planning includes two stages: (1) build-time planning, i.e., to design a work¯ow process satisfying the temporal
consistency; and (2) dynamic run-time re-arrangement, i.e., to re-arrange the remaining part of the work¯ow process
when temporal inconsistency is detected. A re-arrangement mechanism needs to estimate the minimum duration that
can be used in run-time before carrying out the re-arrangement and to check the exact duration after the
re-arrangement. The re-arrangement duration needs to be taken into account in consistent checking of the next
checkpoint. The following three heuristic rules are for time planning.
Rule 1. Arrange ¯ows to take the non-working durations as possible under the dependence order constraints of the
work¯ow process.
Rule 2. If an activity cannot be executed within the remaining part of the working duration of its predecessor Ai ,
arrange the activity to execute on the working duration of the nearest axis which corresponds to the non-working
duration of axis (i) as possible under resource constraints (if any).
Rule 3. Arrange activities to execute in parallel at the same axis as possible under the dependence order constraint
and the resource constraint (if any).
6.2. Build-time process de®nition
The build-time process de®nition of a timed work¯ow process consists of the following steps:
1. Design the work¯ow process at the logical level, i.e., de®ne the traditional work¯ow process.
2. Determine the constraints then check the reasonability of these constraints.
3. Determine the time axes and the time dierences among these axes according to the business requirement, then determine the reference axis.
4. Divide each axis into the working durations and non-working durations according to the working scheme of the
sites the activities execute.
5. Assign activities onto proper working durations of proper axes in terms of the execution duration constraints; the
dependence order consistency constraint; and resource constraint (if any).
6. Estimate the minimum and the maximum build-time duration for every activity and every ¯ow.
7. De®ne the ¯ows among activities in terms of the time dierence, and de®ne dierent types of dependence relationship among activities, e.g., execution dependence, information dependence, and material dependence.
8. Compute the minimum and the maximum build-time durations for the work¯ow process in terms of the build-time
durations of activities and ¯ows.
9. Check the build-time consistency of the work¯ow.

7. Example: timed work¯ow process for distributed team development
Purpose. To demonstrate the use of the timed work¯ow process model in distributed team development application.
Assumption. (1) the application system consists of four components C1 ; C2 ; C3 , and an user interface UI; (2) the
duration constraint of system development is three working days (assume a working day has eight working hours);
(3) the development of each component requires one developer; (4) the total resource constraint is ®ve developers;
(5) after the development of a component, the developer resource will be released and can be reused to develop the
succeeding component on the same axis; and (6) the build-time duration of these activities are measured by the
working hours as follows:
d(Analysis)  6, D(Analysis)  8; d(Design)  7, D(Design)  8; d DevelopCi   6, D DevelopCi   8; d(DevelopUI)  5, D(DevelopUI)  8; and d(Comp)  1, D(Comp)  3.
The logical level work¯ow process of the development process is shown in the upper level of Fig. 4, where the initial
activity is `analysis' and the end activity is `composition' (i.e., Comp). If we do not consider the ¯ow duration and the
time dierence, the build-time duration of the work¯ow will be computed as follows:
d WF  d Analysis  d Design  Maxfd DevelopC1 ; d DevelopC2 ; d DevelopC3 g  d DevelopUI
 d Comp  6  7  6  5  1  25;
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Fig. 4. Timed work¯ow process for distributed team development.

D WF  D Analysis  D Design  MaxfD DevelopC1 ; D DevelopC2 ; D DevelopC3 g  D DevelopUI
 D Comp  8  8  8  8  3  35:
The result shows that the build-time duration does not satisfy the required duration constraint: 24 working hours. On
resource constraint aspect, the resources required by each step do not exceed three developers (a developer can be
reused for developing the succeeding component after ®nishing the current activity, and the parallel development of
C1 ; C2 and C3 just need three developers), so the total resource constraint can be satis®ed.
With the timed work¯ow process model, activities can be arranged onto several time axes. The whole duration of
traditional work¯ow process can be shortened if we make full use of time dierence among these time axes. The lower
part of Fig. 4 shows an example of arranging the activities onto three time axes, where we assume
TD axis1 ; axis2   TD axis2 ; axis3   8 h, and WH and NWH denote the working hours and the non-working hours,
respectively. According to rule 2 presented in Section 6.1, the activity `analysis' is arranged onto the working hours
from 8:00 to 18:00 on axis1 . The activity `design' is arranged onto the working hours of axis2 , which starts after the end
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of the working hours on axis1 . According to rule 3, activities `DevelopC1 ', `DevelopC2 ', and `DevelopC3 ' are arranged
onto axis3 in parallel, such that they can be ®nished before the working hours for performing the activity `DevelopUI'
on axis1 . The activity `Composition' is arranged onto the second working hours on axis2 . According to rule 1, we
arrange all the ¯ows to take just the non-working hours (assume all the estimation of build-time ¯ow duration are the
same, e.g., d F   1 min and D F   30 min), so the ¯ow duration does not need to take into account when computing
the whole duration by working hours in this example. We choose axis1 as the reference time axis, then the whole buildtime duration (working hours) can be computed as follows:
d WF  d Analysis  d DevelopUI  d Composition  6  5  0  11;
D WF  D Analysis  D DevelopUI  D Composition  8  8  0  16:
The result shows that the duration is consistent with the required constraint: 24 working hours. Since developers are
distributed onto three time axes, a developer (resource) can be reused to develop several dierent components sequentially only on the same axis. The activities on axis1 and the activities on axis2 require one developer, respectively.
Three developers are required to implement the three parallel activities on axis3 . So the execution of the work¯ow
totally requires ®ve developers. The resource constraint can be satis®ed.
For run-time checking, checkpoints Ci i  1; . . . ; 9 are set as shown in Fig. 4. We herein examine the following
check points: C1 ; C5 ; C6 ; C7 and C9 . Constraint Ci corresponds to a constraint pi as follows: p1 : DR C0 ; C1  6 8; p5 :
DR C0 ; C5  6 8; p6 : DR C0 ; C6  6 8; p7 : DR C0 ; C7  6 16; and p9 : DR C0 ; C9  6 24. Assume the work¯ow is executing at
checkpoint C5 . We examine the relationship between the stage inconsistency and the global inconsistency in the following three cases:
Case 1. Two hours are delayed at checkpoint C5 , i.e., DR C0 ; C5   P5  2  10 (work hours). In this case, stage
inconsistent is detected at checkpoint C5 . Since d DevelopUI  2 6 D DevelopUI, the work¯ow could still be consistent with the constraint at C6 .
Case 2. Four hours are delayed at checkpoint C5 , i.e., DR C0 ; C5   p5  4  12. In this case we have
DR C0 ; C5  > p5 , d C5 ; C9   p5 ÿ DR C0 ; C5  > p9 ÿ p5 , and the development of UI cannot be carried out during the
working hours on axis3 . In order to keep the global consistency, we need to re-arrange the rest part of the work¯ow
according to the time planning rules. A re-arrangement of the remaining part of the work¯ow is shown in Fig. 5. Since
the activity `Composition' executes during the non-working hours on axis1 ; D Composition  0 on axis1 . Hence we have
D WF  D C0 ; C5   D DevelopC3   D Composition  12  8  0  20;
and
d WF  d C0 ; C5   d DevelopC3   d Composition  12  6  0  18:
After the re-arrangement, the work¯ow can still keep the global consistency with the constraint.

Fig. 5. Re-arrangement of the rest part of the work¯ow of Fig. 4.
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Case 3. Nine hours are delayed at checkpoint C5 , i.e., DR C0 ; C5   p5  9. In this case we have
DR C0 ; C5  > p5 ; d C5 ; C9   p5 ÿ DR C0 ; C5  > p9 ÿ p5 , and the remaining part cannot be re-arranged within the
rest duration. Hence, the global in consistency happens in this case.

8. Comparison and discussion
Comparing with the previous approaches (especially, Eder et al., 1999; Marjanovic and Orlowska, 1999), the major
dierences consist of three aspects. First, ¯ow duration is taken into account in the proposed approach, while it is
neglected in the other approaches. This extension is signi®cant because it enables the proposed approach to exactly
measure the duration of a geographically distributed work¯ow process. This extension will cause some semantic adaptation of traditional work¯ow model. Second, time dierence factor is taken into account in the proposed approach,
while it is neglected in the other approaches. This extension can avoid time inconsistency when activities are globally
distributed, and can be used for reducing the duration of globally distributed work¯ow processes. This advantage is
explained through an example of distributed team development. Third, the proposed consistency checking incorporates the exact run-time duration and the estimated build-time duration (the maximum and minimum durations). This
enables the checking approach to judge the global consistency based on the stage consistency checking. The result of
the stage inconsistency and the global inconsistency checking provide the process monitor the evidence for making the
decision of whether to continue the process or not when stage inconsistency happens. We also provide the approach for
adapting a work¯ow process to be consistent when a global inconsistency has been detected. Besides, the proposed
approach includes the super-constraints on time constraints and the process planning approach. The previous approaches do not have these functions.
The proposed approach can be regarded as a re®nement of the traditional work¯ow process. A work¯ow system
development can work at three levels. The ®rst level (top) is the logical work¯ow process, where the execution dependence relationships among activities are de®ned. The second level is the conceptual work¯ow process de®nition by
using the proposed timed work¯ow model. It is a re®nement of the ®rst level. At the second level we need to consider
the site-related activity distribution, time constraints, resource constraint (if any), and process planning. The third level
is the WfMS, which is responsible for executing and managing the conceptual level work¯ow process, and interoperating with the applications and the human users. To support the execution of the second level work¯ow process,
traditional WfMS needs to be slightly extended. First, we need to extend the data ®elds for recording the time factors
and the constraints about the activities and ¯ows to the data structure interface between the build-time and the runtime of WfMS. The time-related ®elds include the minimum duration, the maximum duration, the start time, and the
end time. Second, we need to add the build-time consistency checking approach to the work¯ow de®nition mechanism,
and to add the run-time consistency checking approach to the work¯ow enactment mechanism.

9. Summary
This paper presents a timed work¯ow process model to meet the needs of the globalization of business applications.
The model consists of the time-related de®nitions about the activity and ¯ow, the build-time duration and the run-time
duration of a set of basic work¯ow components, and the approach for temporal consistent checking and process
planning. An example demonstrates the proposed approach.
The main contribution of this work concerns three aspects. First, we incorporate the ¯ow duration into the duration
computation of work¯ow process in both the build-time and the run-time. This enables the proposed approach to
exactly measure the duration of business process in both the build-time and the run-time, especially in globally distributed business applications. Second, we incorporate multiple time axes into the work¯ow process, where activities
can be distributed at dierent sites belonging to dierent time zones. This extension enables the proposed approach to
be a planning tool for shortening the execution duration of global work¯ow applications. Third, we proposed a
consistent checking approach based on the combination of the exact run-time duration and the estimated build-time
duration. Previous approaches do not have the above three functions. The proposed model is useful in modeling the
globally distributed applications, where activities are geographically distributed and ¯ow transmissions are time
consuming.
The ongoing work is to incorporate the resource sharing and cost evaluation of both the activities and ¯ows in a
work¯ow process and to apply the proposed model to real e-commerce problems, e.g., distributed inter-organization
supply chain management.
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